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R
ecently, a long known family of tita-
nium oxides, namely, TinO2n�1 (4 e n

e 9) phases, has experienced a strong
revival due to its surprising and unexpected
electronic and phononic properties. During
the last few months, metal Ti4O7 nanofila-
ments were evidenced to play a major role
in TiO2 resistive switching memory,1 while
light-triggered metal�semiconductor tran-
sition was demonstrated for Ti3O5.

2 Differ-
ent bulk TinO2n�1 phases (n = 4, 5, 6, 8, 9)
were also recently reported as efficient
thermoelectric materials within the oxide
family.3 These three examples show the
potential of these ordered substoichio-
metric titanium oxides for the design of
novel information storage and energy con-
version devices. Magnéli was the first to
solve the structure of these compounds in
the 1950s,4�7 which is closely related to
the single strings of edge-sharing TiO6 oc-
tahedra observed in rutile TiO2, except
that shearing occurs every nth octahedra
(Figure 1), as a consequence of partial re-
duction of titanium(IV) to titanium(III) and
the resulting oxygen vacancies.8�11 For
thermoelectricity, these crystallographic
shear planes can act as phonon-scattering
centers,3 thus reducing the thermal con-
ductivity while maintaining a high electron
mobility and large thermopower.3 More-
over, the reduction degree (increasing as n
decreases) allows fine adjustment of the
electrical properties, providing either semi-
conductor (Ti5O9 and Ti6O11) or metallic
(Ti4O7) behavior at room temperature.12,13

Because of these remarkable bulk proper-
ties,14,15 some of these compounds, mostly

phase mixtures of different n, were com-
mercialized in the 1980s under the trade-
mark Ebonex and were mostly used for
cathodic protection and as electrode mate-
rials and catalyst supports.13,16�19 Advances
in other application fields were mostly hin-
dered by synthetic and processing difficul-
ties, especially in the production of nano-
scaled Magnéli phases. In addition, the
thermoelectric properties of the bulk mate-
rials are still suffering from a relatively high
thermal conductivity.3 A fundamental leap
in the direction of efficient thermoelectric
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ABSTRACT Engineering nanoscale interfaces is a requisite for harnessing electrical and thermal

transports within nanostructured materials, especially those destined for thermoelectric applications

requiring an unusual combination of low thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity. Nanocom-

posites open up possibilities in this area, but are still bound to a very narrow range of materials.

Here, we report a new approach combining the sol�gel process toward hybrid materials with spark

plasma sintering (SPS) to yield functional nanocomposites based on substoichiometric titanium

oxides TinO2n�1, so-called Magnéli phases. The potential of this new approach is demonstrated by

three results. First, multiple TinO2n�1 compounds (n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 8) are obtained for the first time as

sole nano-Magnéli crystalline phases with controlled specific surface areas from 55 to 300 m2
3 g
�1,

classified as potential thermoelectric n-type metal oxides and paving the way toward advanced

systems for energy-harvesting devices and optoelectronics. Second, this work combines the use of

sol�gel and SPS processes to yield percolated nanocomposites based on metal oxide nanoparticles

embedded in a carbon matrix with low electrical resistivity (2� 10�4Ω 3m for a Ti4O7 compound)

and reduced thermal conductivity (1 W 3m
�1

3 K
�1) with respect to bulk phases. Finally, the

discovered materials are reliable with thermoelectric figures of merit (ZT = 0.08) relatively high for

n-type Ti�O-based systems and metal oxides. Thereby this study represents a proof of concept for

the development of promising, cheaper, and more efficient thermoelectric conversion devices.

KEYWORDS: Magnéli phases . nanocomposites . porous materials . nanoparticles .
thermoelectricity
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conversion could arise from the nanostructuring of
composites and inorganic�organic hybrids with addi-
tional phonon scattering at nanoscale interfaces.20,21

To address these previous weaknesses, we develop
hereafter a general approach for the synthesis of
various nanoscaled Magnéli compounds under mild
conditions contrasting drastically with typical bulk
syntheses in harsh conditions2,14,22�26 or the rare
reports on Ti8O15

27 and Ti3O5
2 nanoparticles obtained

by reduction of TiO2 particles in a highly reductive
atmosphere. Furthermore, these materials are pro-
cessed in order to provide bulk nanostructured mono-
liths with enhanced thermoelectric behavior.
The conceptual advancement of this new bottom-

up approach toward functional nanocomposites
(Figure 1) lies in the combination of the sol�gel
process, mostly known in oxide materials chemistry
for its versatility and scalability, and spark plasma
sintering (SPS), typically used in ceramics and alloys
fields to sinter while limiting grain growth. Although
SPS was already reported for incorporation of carbon
nanostructures (nanotubes, nanofilaments) into sol�gel-
derived microstructured oxide matrixes,28 here both
components are nanoscaled and originate from a one-
pot sol�gel process. This first step yields for the first time
single-phase “nano-Magnéli”/carbon nanopowders, while
subsequent application of SPS generates Magnéli/carbon
nanocomposite monoliths. The thermoelectric efficiency
of these monolithic materials is enhanced through reduc-
tion of the thermal conductivity, yielding thermoelectric
figures of merit relatively high for n-type Ti�O-based
materials and more generally n-type metal oxides. This
suggests that improved n-type thermoelectric systems
based on cheap, air-stable, and environmentally benign
metal oxides29,30 might be further discovered among
Magneli/carbon nanocomposites.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a result from the sol�gel path, multiple TinO2n�1

compounds (n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 8) are obtained as sole

Figure 1. Combined sol�gel/spark plasma sintering strategy toward Magnéli/carbon nanocomposites.

Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns of samples obtained from a
hybrid gel ethanol:TEOTi:PEI = 2:10:6 wt and calcined under
nitrogen at various temperatures. Squares: anatase TiO2,
circles: rutile TiO2, inversed triangles: Ti8O15, open triangles:
Ti4O7, stars: TiN. (b) Absolute and (c) relative molar com-
position of the corresponding calcined samples.
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nano-Magnéli phases, most of them for the first time,
enabling broader use in the fields of energy harnes-
sing, catalysis, and optoelectronics.1�3,13,16�19 This
“one-pot” sol�gel process allows adaptable control
of the structural and textural features, as well as the
electrical properties of the nanostructured powders,
which in principle opens up the toolbox for further
optimization of the nanostructure. In this simple, ver-
satile, and scalable sol�gel process, titanium(IV) eth-
oxide (TEOTi) was mixed with diverse amino- or
ethoxy-containing oligomers or polymers such as
diethylenetriamine (DETA), polyethylenimine (PEI, in-
set of Figure S1 in the Supporting Information), or
polyethyleneglycol (PEG). The mixture readily turns
into homogeneous gels through secondary cross-link-
ing of the organic (macro)molecules. A small amount of
ethanol is added to ensure a sufficiently low viscosity
for suitable homogenization kinetics. The as-obtained
clear gels are calcined at different temperatures under
nitrogen or argon, yielding dark blue powders above
900 �C (Figures 1 and 2).
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Figure S1) under

nitrogen flow of a PEI-based gel (ethanol:TEOTi:PEI =
2:10:6 wt,Mn(PEI) = 25000 g 3mol�1) exhibits two mass
loss steps below 150 �C and at 300 �C, which can be
attributed to ethanol loss and the primary decomposi-
tion of the organic moieties, respectively. A third mass
loss at 600 �C is ascribed to the elimination of multi-
bonded carbon- or nitrogen-containing species. XRD
patterns, recorded for samples obtained at different
temperatures under nitrogen, highlight the structural

evolution of the titanium-based species (Figure 2a and
Table S1). Crystallization occurs above 500 �C, forming
pure TiO2 anatase at 500 �C and a mixture of anatase
and TiO2 rutile at 800 �C. Further heating leads to an
abrupt change of the structure and the formation of
crystalline Ti8O15 at 900 �C and Ti4O7 at 1000 �C. At
these temperatures, the intimately mixed carbon pro-
motes partial carbothermal reduction from Ti(IV) to
Ti(III). As a result, the crystalline structure of titanium
oxides from stoichiometric TiO2 to various defined
Magnéli phases is easily adjusted by controlling the
temperature. Careful analysis of the XRD patterns
above 900 �C suggests the presence of TiN as a minor
phase (Figure 2a), which can be avoided by tuning the
synthesis conditions as explained later. The clear high
phase selectivity of this synthetic procedure through
the calcination temperature, combined with the sim-
plicity of the sol�gel process, greatly contrasts with
typical reports on the synthesis of a single Magnéli
phase23,31,32 by using complex procedures such as
solid-state reaction between Ti and TiO2,

5,14 chemical
vapor transport,23,24 or reaction of TiO2 with a reactive
atmosphere,14,16 involving high temperature, lowpres-
sure, and/or highly reductive atmospheres.5,16,24,25,31,33

Elemental analysis supports the interpretation of the
ongoing transformation processes. Below 800 �C, Ti, O,
C, and N contents only slightly change (Figure 2b,c and
Table S2). The O:Ti ratio of 2.3 at 500 �C accounts for
residual oxygenated species from incomplete decom-
position of the polymer. At 800 �C, O:Ti ≈ 2.0 confirms
the identification of TiO2 crystalline phases from XRD

Figure 3. (HR)TEM images and corresponding FFT analyses of titania/Magnéli�carbon composites obtained by calcination
under nitrogenof a hybrid gel ethanol:TEOTi:PEI = 2:10:6wt at (a) 500, (b) 800, (c) 900, and (d, e) 1000 �C. Black arrows indicate
the carbon matrix. (f) N2 sorption isotherms, SBET, and (g) pore size distribution for composites obtained at various
temperatures.
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with complete carbonization of the organic compo-
nent, while the carbon content of 20 mol % supports
the existence of a second, disordered, carbon- and
nitrogen-rich phase. Further heating above 900 �C
causes a strong decrease of the C:Ti and O:Ti ratios.
This suggests that carbothermal reduction of the TiO2

phases sets in at 900 �C. Such a reaction usually occurs
above 1150 �C for bulk titanium dioxide34 and has
been recently observed at 1000 �C during the forma-
tion of TiC�carbon composites.32

The low reaction temperature reported herein is
ascribed to the high reactivity of small intermediate
TiO2 nanoparticles, also seen in electron microscopy
(Figure 3). SEM observations indicate that the samples
are also homogeneous on the macroscopic scale
(Figure S2). The anatase sample obtained at 500 �C is
composed of nanoparticles of 10�20 nm diameter.
(HR)TEM investigations confirm that the samples in-
corporate nanoparticles (Figure 3a�e) embedded
within an amorphous carbonmatrix. Samples obtained
at 900 �C (Figure 3c) and 1000 �C (Figure 3d,e) contain
Magnéli particles with a bimodal size distribution
including small single-crystal nanoparticles with a
diameter of 5�20 nm and 100 nm sized particles only
formed at the surface. N2 sorption isotherms (Figure 3f
and Table S2) of the materials are of type IV, typical for
mesoporous solids. Upon increasing the temperature,
the BET specific surface area (SBET) decreases from
215 m2

3 g
�1 at 500 �C to 56 m2

3 g
�1 at 1000 �C.

Materials produced up to 900 �C exhibit small meso-
pores of ca. 5 nm in diameter (Figure 3g), together with
bigger pores of a narrow size distribution centered at
15 nm. These textural properties reflect the structure of
the carbon-rich matrix embedding the titania/Magnéli
particles. Thismatrix also acts as a binder for the titania-
Magnéli nanoparticles,35 thus preventing strong crys-
talline growth up to 1000 �C and providing a medium
that encapsulates and organizes nanoparticles of ca.
15 nm into amesoporous structure. The observation of
100 nm particles indicates that extensive growth as
well as sintering can occur at the surface of the calcined
samples, relating to a specific reactivity at the gas
flow�composite interface (Figure S3). Interestingly,
sonicating a dispersion of the Ti8O15�carbon compo-
site in ethanol triggers loss of the narrow mesopore
size distribution while maintaining the surface area
value of ca. 140 m2

3 g
�1 (Figure S4). TEM observations

of the sonicated sample confirm that the porous
structure is broken up (Figure S4), while the nanopar-
ticle size is unaffected, leaving the interparticle voids to
be probed by N2 sorption. This clearly underlines a
strong mechanical contrast and weak chemical bind-
ing at the inner interfaces of the composite as well as
the glassy character of the carbon phase.
The thermal stability in air of the Magnéli com-

posites was assessed by thermogravimetric analysis
(Figure S5). A mass increase between 200 and 600 �C is

observed for the Ti4O7-based sample, corresponding
to oxidation of the substoichiometric phase into rutile
TiO2.

36 The Ti8O15-based compound exhibits a small
mass increase above 200 �C and a sharp mass drop at
450 �C. The latter is attributed to combustion of the
carbon matrix. For both samples, mass spectrometry
indicates that CO2 and NOx are the main evolving
species, whose evolution occurs between 250 and
500 �C. The final masses (103% of the initial mass for
Ti4O7, 95% for Ti8O15) are higher than the values
expected from the calculated compositions (99%
and 93%, respectively). This discrepancy could origi-
nate from carbon doping into the final rutile structure,
as evidenced by the yellowish hue in the oxidized
samples.
Tunability of the Magnéli crystalline structure is

demonstrated by modifying various parameters. The
influence of the temperature on the Ti8O15/Ti4O7 phase
selection was described above (Figure 2). When the
calcination temperature is fixed at 900 �C, a versatile
control of the composition is observed by using four
different parameters (Figure 4a�d and S6), namely, (1)
the titanium/polymer weight ratio, (2) the polymer
chain length, (3) the polymer composition, and (4)
the calcination atmosphere. The effect of each param-
eter is analyzed in detail in the Supporting Information.
Ultimately, careful adjustment of the synthesis condi-
tions yields pure nanocrystalline Magnéli phases:
Ti8O15, Ti6O11, Ti5O9, Ti4O7, and Ti3O5 (Figure 4a�d
and S6). In some cases, TiN is observed as a side product
originating from nitridation either fromN2 atmosphere
(Figure 4c, calcination of a polyethyleneglycol gel) or
from nitrogen-containing organic moieties (Figure 4d,
calcination of a PEI gel). Although the reaction se-
quence is obviously complex, some tendencies can
be outlined. First, argon allows deeper reduction
than the nitrogen atmosphere, suggesting that the
latter is involved in a side reaction, preventing titania
particles from being reduced, such as scavenging
reactive species of the carbon source by evolution of
CxNy volatiles. Second, lower molecular weight, lower
amounts of carbon source, and the use of PEG instead
of PEI lead to stronger reduction. This could originate
from different decomposition and reduction modes of
the organic moieties at respectively 300 �C (evolution
of alkanes and CxNy for PEI, CO and CO2 for PEG) and
900 �C. Another important parameter is the local
structure of the initial hybrid gels, which involves
titanium-oxo clusters and coordination bonds be-
tween the amino, oxo, or hydroxyl groups. As a control
experiment, it was observed that carbothermal reduc-
tion at 900 �C under nitrogen of preformed anatase or
rutile nanoparticles mixed with PEI yields Magnéli
materials containing a mixture of Ti5O9 and Ti6O11

instead of Ti8O15 obtained from the homogeneous
gel. This shows that phase selectivity originates from
a complex interplay between the structure of the initial
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hybrid gels and the reactivity of the carbon matrixes in
the intermediate TiO2�C composites.
Besides tuning the crystal structure, the molecular

weight and the composition of the organic additive

also influence the composite texture. This is exempli-

fied by Ti4O7 composites obtained under nitrogen at

1000 �C (Figure 4e,f). By decreasing the polymer chain

length from PEI to DETA while maintaining the same

initial Ti:C ratio, extensive crystal growth and sintering

occur (Figure 4e). Although the final carbon matrix

content is the same in both cases (ca. 3 wt %), the low

molecular weight of the oligomer clearly provides less

efficient growth confinement infrastructure than the

polymeric one. This example confirms the 3-fold role of

the polymer as a reduction medium, a growth-limiting

agent, and also as a porogen. On the other hand, using

PEG-600 instead of PEI triggers a strong increase of

the surface area of Ti4O7�C composites with SBET of

300 m2
3 g

�1 (Figure 4f), as compared to 55 m2
3 g

�1 for

PEI. Observation of the same textural properties at 900

�C (not shown) combined with the higher carbon

content of PEG-based systems (17 wt % compared to

3wt%with PEI) demonstrates the better binding of the

oxo-based polymer to the particulate intermediates

and the enhanced stability of the carbon matrix origi-

nating from such preorganized PEG.

The synthesis of crystalline metal oxide nanoparti-
cles�carbon composites has been reported through
hard templating37,38 as well as soft templating.32,39,40

While being usually less efficient in terms of accuracy of
the replication, soft templating, used in our work, has
the advantage of avoiding washing steps and other
multiple postprocessing procedures. Moreover, the
in situ soft templating sol�gel hybrid approach devel-
oped in this report is remarkably easier to perform and
less limiting than typical three-component systems
requiring a templating block copolymer, a molecular
carbon source, and a titanium precursor.32,39

As a preliminary investigation of the impact of the
phase transitions and texture variations on the elec-
trical properties of the Magnéli phases�carbon nano-
composites, the conduction behavior of the PEI-based
powders was evaluated by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (Figure S7). The TiO2-based samples
behave as typical weak insulators, while Magnéli�C
composites exhibit much higher conductivity. The
different Magnéli materials also cover a wider range
of electrical conductivity values. Indeed, the Ti4O7

composite obtained at 1000 �C is more conductive
than the Ti8O15 sample from a 900 �C treatment.
Conductivity improvement upon an increase in the
processing temperature is due to three factors: (1) the
crystalline phase transitions from a high band gap

Figure 4. XRD investigation of the control of crystal structure and nanostructure for Magnéli phases at 900 �C: effects
of (a) the Ti:C ratio, (b) the nitrogen-containing chain length, (c) the polymer nature between PEI and PEG, (d) the heating
atmosphere between N2 and Ar. Temperature can be used as a fifth parameter, and its effect on the phase selection is shown
in Figure 2. Inversed triangles: Ti8O15, gray squares: Ti6O11, open squares: Ti5O9, opendiamonds: Ti3O5, black squares: anatase
TiO2, stars: TiN. Textural control at 1000 �C for Ti4O7: (e) SEM images of materials originating from hybrid gels ethanol:TEOTi:
PEI (top) or ethanol:TEOTi:DETA (bottom), 2:10:6 wt; (f) N2 sorption isotherms of materials obtained from hybrid gels ethanol:
TEOTi:PEI, 2:10:6 wt (solid line), and ethanol:TEOTi:PEG-600 (dashed line), 2:10:5.7 wt.
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semiconductor TiO2 to the small band gap semicon-
ductor Ti8O15 and to the metallic Ti4O7,

14 (2) the
decrease of the porosity upon increasing the calcina-
tion temperature, and (3) the graphitization of the
carbon matrix, as confirmed from Raman studies with
an increase in the intensity ratio between the G band
(1590 cm�1, E2g vibration mode, indicative of graphit-
ization) and the D band (1340 cm�1, indicative of dis-
order) of 0.6, 0.7, and 0.9 for samples obtained respec-
tively at 800, 900, and 1000 �C. In particular, the
nanocomposites of metallic Ti4O7 with the typical high
chemical stability of oxides14 exhibit a porous structure
pertinent to electrodes and a nanostructure of strong
interest for thermoelectric applications.
In this regard, Harada and co-workers3 demon-

strated in their recent evaluation of the thermoelectric
properties of bulk Magnéli phases that the crystal-
lographic shear planes act as phonon-scattering cen-
ters, thus decreasing the thermal conductivity while
keeping a high electron mobility. This feature is highly
favorable for thermoelectric materials, whose effi-
ciency is characterized by the dimensionless figure of
merit ZT= S2T/Fκ, where S is the Seebeck coefficient (or
thermopower), F the electrical resistivity, κ the thermal
conductivity, and T the temperature. Since nanostruc-
turing, as well as inclusion of nanopores, is a way to
introduce an additional source of phonon scattering,41

the Magnéli/carbon nanocomposites developed here-
in have the potential to lower the thermal conductivity
while leaving other relevant quantities only weakly
affected. Additionally, the high phase selectivity and
texture control of the synthesis developed herein also
offers the possibility to assess independently the im-
pact of different parameters, especially the crystal
phase, on the properties of the nanocomposites. In

order to produce nanostructured monoliths for the
direct assessment of thermal and electrical properties
or the use in a thermoelectric device, spark plasma
sintering was performed at 900 �C on Ti8O15 nanocom-
posites and at 900 and 1200 �C for Ti4O7 materials,
yielding centimeter-scale, stable pieces (Figures 1
and 5) with densities reaching 70% of the theoretical
values of the pure bulk materials.
XRD (Figure S8) and (HR)TEM (Figure S9) confirm that

the crystal structure and the size distribution of the
titanium oxide particles are mostly unaffected by
sintering, while only slight oxidation from Ti8O15 into
rutile TiO2 and from Ti4O7 into Ti5O9 is found by XRD.
Remarkably, SPS treatment of the Ti4O7 composite at
temperatures as high as 1200 �C leads to only minor
changes of the crystalline species. On the other hand,
SPS has an impact on the local order of carbon since
graphitic domains are observed by TEM after sintering
(Figure S9), which contribute to the increase in the
electrical conductivity. Despite the well-known effi-
ciency of SPS for limiting grain growth during proces-
sing of inorganic nanopowders,42 only few examples
of its application to carbon or carbon nanocomposites
are reported.28,43�45 Qi et al. showed that partial
graphitization of amorphous carbon can occur during
SPS, in agreement with the present results.45 In con-
trast with previous results on SPS treatment of a
nanoscale carbon phase with microstructured metal
oxides,28,43,44 it is shown here that SPS can be indeed
favorably applied to composites of nanostructured
carbon andmetal oxide nanoparticles, resulting in only
limited grain growth of both components and a better
organized carbon phase, ultimately leading to a nano-
structured conductive percolating system.

Figure 5. Pictures of a Ti4O7 nanocomposite monolith obtained by SPS at 900 �C. (a) Electrical resistivity, (b) thermal
conductivity, (c) Seebeck coefficient, (d) thermoelectric power factor, and (e) dimensionless figure of merit for the Ti8O15 and
Ti4O7 monoliths obtained at 900 �C.
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As expected, the electrical resistivity F (Figure 5a)
of the monoliths sintered at 900 �C decreases with the
O/Ti ratio (n decreasing), from ca. 2 � 10�3 Ω 3m for
Ti8O15 to 2� 10�4Ω 3m for Ti4O7. These values are 1�2
orders of magnitude higher than those of the bulk
suboxides.3 F is reduced to 3 � 10�5 Ω 3m when
sintering occurs at 1200 �C, which probably accounts
for the graphitization of carbon, yielding conductive
Ti4O7 composites. The thermal conductivity κ below
400 �C of samples obtained at 900 �C (Figure 5b) is ca.
1 W 3m

�1
3 K

�1, which represents an impressive reduc-
tion of∼70%with respect to the value of bulk Magnéli
phases.3,46 This is presumably due to the nanoscale
interfaces that effectively scatter phonons, even at
carbon contents as low as 3 wt % for samples reported
herein. The thermal conductivity can be considered as
the sum of a lattice contribution supported by pho-
nons and an electronic contribution related to the
electrical conductivity, κL and κe, respectively. Nano-
structuring seems to provide in this case a way to
decrease the phonon component.20,21 Additionally,
the thermal conductivity below 400 �C is lower for
Ti8O15 than Ti4O7 (n decreasing), in agreement with
previous results on the bulk.3 Such a trivial comparison
in the case of the bulk is made possible here for
nanostructured materials only because pure suboxide
phases are obtained, contrary to previously reported
mixtures.3,46 Although partial graphitization occurs
at 1200 �C, growth confinement is nonetheless effi-
cient for the corresponding Ti4O7 sample, which still
exhibits a κ reduction of 50% when compared to the
bulk. The values of the Seebeck coefficient are negative
(Figure 5c), indicating the n-type character of the
suboxides TinO2n�1 for n g 4.3 In agreement with
previous data on the bulk,3,46 significant variations in
thermopower within the Magnéli family are observed:
S decreases in absolute value as n decreases since
Ti8O15 exhibits much higher absolute values of the
Seebeck coefficient (ca. �120 μV 3 K

�1 at 400 �C) than
Ti4O7 (�80 μV 3 K

�1 at 400 �C). The thermopower is not
sensitive to nanostructuring since S values are similar
to those reported for bulk Ti8O15 and Ti4O7.

3 Sintering
the Ti4O7 sample at 1200 �C does not significantly
change S. Noteworthy, the temperature dependences
of the thermoelectric properties of the Ti8O15 nano-
composite exhibit nonmonotonic variations above
400 �C, where electrical resistivity, thermal conductiv-
ity, and the Seebeck coefficient increase. Further work
will be required to assess the origin of these cha-
nges, especially the behavior of the carbon subphase
at such temperatures. The power factor S2/F at 400 �C
for monoliths obtained at 900 �C is 14 and 36
μW 3m

�1
3 K

�2 for Ti8O15 and Ti4O7, respectively. These
values are lower compared to the bulk Magnéli
phases3,46 (ca. 400 μW 3m

�1
3 K

�2) and account for the
higher electrical resistivity of the nanocomposites.
The power factor however increases strongly up to

215 μW 3m
�1

3 K
�2 at 400 �C for the more conductive

sample sintered at 1200 �C. For the same sintering
temperature (900 �C), Ti8O15 exhibits a lower dimen-
sionless figure of merit ZT than Ti4O7 (Figure 5e). This
trend contradicts results on bulk phases, for which ZT

increases as n increases and is ascribed to the poor
electrical conductivity of the Ti8O15 sample.3 Despite
the lower thermal conductivity for the composites than
for bulk compounds, samples obtained at 900 �C show
lower ZT at 400 �C (8 � 10�3 and 2 � 10�2 for Ti8O15

and Ti4O7, respectively) than bulk phases (0.10 and 0.07
for Ti8O15 and Ti4O7, respectively,

3 ca. 0.1 for mixtures
of Magnéli phases3,46). This limitation is mainly attrib-
uted to the poor electron conduction in the carbon
phase and can be overcome by partial graphitization
by SPS at 1200 �C. Indeed, ZT values are then boosted
up to ca. 0.08 at 400 �C for Ti4O7. Now, the “nano-
Magnéli” Ti4O7-based composite reaches a ZT higher
than its bulk counterpart (0.07 for the same phase
Ti4O7)

3 and close to those reported for other Magnéli
phases (ca. 0.1 for Ti8O15

3 and mixtures3,46).
It is clear that the present system shows just the

potential of a combined sol�gel/SPS strategy to devel-
op innovative thermoelectricmaterials and that further
optimizations of the texture, the electronic interface
coupling, and the structure of the carbon subphase are
nevertheless required to reach the best performances
reported for n-type metal oxides.29,30,46,47 In particular,
these results show that potential candidates for ther-
moelectric materials can be found within the com-
bination of nanoscale oxides with intrinsically high
thermoelectric efficiency (low F, low κ, and high S)
with a conductive carbon phase as a binder and inter-
face modifier. The results described above for the
sample treated at 1200 �C indicate that, although the
electrical conductivity might suffer from the incorpora-
tion of nanostructured carbon, the associated strong
reduction of thermal conductivity can be sufficient to
overcome this drawback and to provide overall com-
parable, if not better, performances than bulk com-
pounds. One way of improving thermoelectric per-
formances in these systems may be based on an
increase in the electrical conductivity of the carbon
component. This can be achieved by reaching higher
graphitic order through refinement of the polymeric
carbon precursor and/or introduction of small
amounts of catalysts. These routes are currently under
investigation in our groups. Another key factor is
further probing and refining of themetal oxide/carbon
heterojunction, as interfacial effects are known to be
able to improve charge separation and to boost elec-
trical conductivity of hybrids and composites.48

CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, the hybridmaterials chemistry strategy
developed in this study combines the typical versatility
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of the sol�gel process with SPS, a technique that is still
in its infancy when considering the potential of this
rapid method, which maintains nanoscale features.
Both processes provide their own advantages, namely,
adaptability, scalability, and low cost of the sol�gel
process and fast and growth-limiting sintering for SPS.
We show that SPS is suitable to sinter intimatemixtures
of nanostructured carbon and metal oxide nanoparti-
cles originating from a one-pot sol�gel process. The
efficiency and novelty of this combined approach are
demonstrated by the nature of the obtained metal
oxide nanocrystals: most of the Magnéli phases de-
scribed above are obtained for the first time as single
nanocrystalline phases. Additionally, we demonstrate
that increased thermoelectric conversion efficiency via

reduction of the thermal conductivity of the n-type
Magnéli/carbon nanocomposites is achievable. This
suggests that more efficient materials, with high elec-
tron conduction, could be designed through this ap-
proach, whichmight position them favorably as cheap,
stable, and sustainable materials for a real large-scale,
societal application of thermoelectricity. We expect
that the simplicity of the “one-pot” sol�gel step pro-
posed herein will stimulate intensive research in the
chemistry and physics as well as on potential applica-
tion of Magnéli nanophases. Intense, further exten-
sion of this method to other binary and ternary metal
oxides should certainly pave the way toward inno-
vative advanced materials for energy harvesting and
optoelectronics.

METHODS
Hybrid Gel Preparation. Hybrid gels were prepared by mixing

ethanol, titanium tetraethoxide (TEOTi), and various carbon/
nitrogen sources. C/N-source polymer-based gels were pre-
pared according to the following typical procedure: various
amounts (2.0 to 6.0 g) of branched poly(ethyleneimine) (25 000
g 3mol�1) were mixed with 2.0 g of ethanol and 10.0 g of
titanium(IV) ethoxide. The opaque mixtures were stirred over-
night at 80 �C and then heated at 100 �C for 2 h to obtain limpid
yellow gels. A C/N-source oligomer-based gel was obtained by
mixing 6.0 g of diethylenetriaminewith 2.0 g of ethanol and 10.0
g of titanium(IV) ethoxide. The mixture was stirred at 90 �C for
1 h to obtain a limpid gel. A C/O-source polymer-based gel was
formed by mixing 6.3 g of polyethyleneglycol (600 g 3mol�1,
PEG-600) with 2.0 g of ethanol and 10.0 g of titanium(IV)
ethoxide. The mixtures were stirred overnight at 60 �C for 1 h
to obtain a limpid gel.

Calcination Procedure. The hybrid gels were placed in a cruci-
ble, maintained at room temperature under nitrogen flow for
1 h, heated at 5 �C 3min�1, and then maintained at a tempera-
ture between 500 and 1000 �C for 4 h.

Spark Plasma Sintering and Shaping of the Monoliths. The finely
ground powders were compacted by spark plasma sintering
(Dr. Sinter 5155, Synthex Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Around 270 mg of
powders was wrapped in Ta foil and densified using carbon
dyes under a pressure of ca. 60 MPa. The samples were heated
to 900 �C (or 1200 �C) with a heating rate of 200 �C 3min�1 and
directly cooled to room temperature. For measurement of the
transport properties, the samples were cut with a diamond wire
saw into specimens of typical dimensions 1.5 � 1.5 � 8 mm3.

Characterization. XRD was performed on a D8 Bruker powder
diffractometer operating at Cu-KR1 radiation. Carbon, hydro-
gen, and nitrogen contents were measured using a Vario EL
Elementar instrument. The Ti content was estimated at the
Fraunhofer Institute für Angewandte Polymerforschung, Golm,
using ICP-OES. The O content was obtained by subtraction. TGA
was performed on a TG 209 F1 Netzsch apparatus under
nitrogen or synthetic air flow of 15 mL 3min�1, with a
10 �C 3min�1 heating rate. Prior to N2 sorption measurements,
samples were degassed at 150 �C for 20 h. After measurement
on a Quadrasorb apparatus at 77 K, specific surface areas and
pore size distributions were evaluated by the BET and BJH
methods, respectively. Scanning electron microscopy was per-
formed on a LEO 1550- Gemini instrument. The samples were
loaded on carbon-coated stubs and coated by sputtering anAu/
Pd alloy prior to imaging. TEM studies were carried out by using
a Philips CM 200 (LaB6 cathode) apparatus. Samples were
prepared by dipping a carbon-coated copper grid into the
finely ground powders or by evaporating a drop of diluted

suspension in ethanol on the grid. Raman spectra were re-
corded on a WiTec confocal Raman microscope, alpha300 R,
with a Nd/YAG laser wavelength of 532 nm. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed in a three-elec-
trode cell using a Pt counter electrode, a Ag/AgCl reference
electrode, and a working electrode built from a sample pellet
obtained at 12 T 3 cm

�2 in contact with a glassy carbon elec-
trode. The electrolyte was H2SO4, 0.5 mol 3 L

�1. A Gamry Refer-
ence 600 potentiostat was used to record the EIS spectra
between 106 and 0.01 Hz at a voltage of 0.6 V with a peak to
peak perturbation of 20 mV. Experiments were repeated three
times on the same working electrodes as well as on different
electrodes to check the reproducibility of the collected data.
The electrochemical response at high frequency, resembling a
partial semicircle, was fitted according to a model circuit
incorporating a resistance accounting for the electrolyte behav-
ior in series with a circuit modeling the electrode, made of a
resistance in parallel with a constant phase element accounting
for the double layer capacitance and the porosity of the
electrode. An additional setup consisting in a solid cell contain-
ing the pressed powders (30 mg) confined between two block-
ing Pt electrodes was used with a Gamry Reference 600 low-
impedance cable to reduce the mutual inductive effect and
provide qualitative measurement of the sample conductivity.
The electrical resistivity and Seebeck coefficient weremeasured
simultaneously in the temperature range from 300 to 750 K
using a ZEM-3 instrument (ULVAC-RIKO). The thermal diffusivity
λ was determined in the temperature range from 300 to 750 K
using the laser flash technique (LFA 447 Micro Flash, Netzsch).
The thermal conductivity κ was derived from the relationship κ

≈ Cpdλ, where d is the sample density and Cp is the specific heat.
As a first approximation, the former was considered constant in
the temperature range investigated, while the latter was esti-
mated according to a linear fit of the Cp values reported by
Lakkis et al. in the range 370�450 K for bulk Ti4O7.
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